
 

 

P208+V208 George's 

Processing, 

Inc. 

4/19/2021 Verified trailers at 04:55 and dumping area at 8:30 hours.  Inspected trailers on the lot,  dumper 

station, hanging dock and killing area.   .. MOI attached...On April 19, 2021 - at approximately 0840 am 

while inspecting trailers during GCP on lot building identified as staging shed # 4 - IIC was escorted by 

REDACTED; IIC observed that on truck ID#2321, two live birds were held in a cage inside an emptied 

trailer. REDACTED explained that at the time trailer ID#2321 was not part of the daily unloaded trailers 

for 04/19/2021 and proceeded to investigate in the Live Haul Office. REDACTED, and REDACTED 

provided the latest information for the trailer ID#2321. The last arrival for the unit with lot 1 and 2 

from Ridgetop Farm was on Friday 4/16/2021 at approximately 12:47 pm. The unfinished unload for 

the trailer ID#2321 that day was done at 17:27 pm. ..The remaining two birds in the cage were held in 

the establishment for at least 72 hrs. without access to water or feed in the barn exposed to 

temperatures since Friday between 34-81°F. IIC inspected the birds for physical state, both animals 

were conscious, aware, and healthy looking, only slightly dehydrated. The Birds were turned to Live 

Hang for slaughter at approximately 8:50 am, IIC notified REDACTED, REDACTED of the forthcoming 

MOI- Informed REDACTED and REDACTED. 

P208+V208 George's 

Processing, 

Inc. 

6/15/2021 On June 15, 2021 at approximately 13:55 while walking through the live receiving area near the offal 

trailer I observed a blue tote that contained approximately 100-150 dead chickens (DOAs).  On closer 

examination I observed that there were 3 live chickens situated among the DOAs in the tote.  I notified 

REDACTED, who was in the immediate area, of my findings.  I observed as he immediately directed live 

hang employees to remove the live chickens from the tote for humane euthanasia by cervical 

disarticulation.  As the live hang employees were sorting through the tote they uncovered 2 more live 

chickens that had been underneath several of the DOAs.  Live chickens that are covered by dead 

chickens have an increased likelihood of dying other than by slaughter (smothering) which reflects poor 

commercial practices for handling live poultry.  During my conversation with REDACTED he told me that 

the employees involved would receive retraining on live bird handling.   ..At 15:45 REDACTED showed 

me documentation confirming that the live hang employees involved had received retraining on the 

proper handling of live chickens. 

 


